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Gratitude is a funny thing. In some parts of the world, somebody who get
drink of water, some food, or a worn out pair of shoes can be extremely 
Meanwhile, somebody else who has all the necessities they need to live
found complaining about something. What we have today is what we once
before, but there is a lingering belief out there that obtaining material pos
is the key to happiness. Sure, this may be true, but that happiness is tempo
truth is that happiness is an inside job.

It’s a matter of perspective, and in a world
where we are constantly made to feel like we
are lacking and always ‘wanting’ more,  it can be dif�cult to achieve or ex
actual happiness. Many of us are always looking toward external fa
experience joy and happiness, when really it’s all related to internal wor
something science is just starting to grasp as well, as shown by research
out of UCLA’s Mindfulness Awareness Research Center. According to them:

-->Free e-Guide - Your Body Electric: An Introduction to Bioenerge
Christine Schaffner will help you learn the basic principles of energy, fr
and vibrational healing! Click here to learn more!

Having an attitude of gratitude changes the molecular structure of the b
keeps gray matter functioning, and makes us healthier and happier. W
you feel happiness, the central nervous system is affected. You are m

The Facts: Scientists have discovered that feelings of gratitude can actua
change your brain. Feeling gratitude can also be a great tool for overcom
depression and anxiety. Furthermore, scientists have discovered that the
sends signals to the brain.

Re�ect On: Every time we struggle with depression, why are we constantl
encouraged to take prescription medication when mindfulness techniq
actually show more promise?

IN BRIEF
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peaceful, less reactive and less resistant. Now that’s a really cool way of ta
care of your well-being.

There are many studies showing that people who count their blessings te
far happier and experience less depression.   For one study,   researchers 
people with mental health dif�culties, including people suffering from anx
depression. The study involved nearly 300 adults who were randomly divi
three groups. This study came from the University of California, Berkeley.

All groups received counselling services, but the �rst group was also in
to  write one letter of gratitude to another person every week for thre
whereas the second group was asked to write about their deepest thoug
feelings about negative experiences. The third group did not do any writing

What did they �nd? Compared to the participants who wrote about 
experiences or only received counselling, those who wrote  g
letters  reported signi�cantly better mental health  for up to 12 weeks a
writing exercise ended.

This suggests that gratitude writing can be beneficial not just for he
well-adjusted individuals, but also for those who struggle with mental h
concerns. In fact, it seems, practicing gratitude on top of rece
psychological counseling carries greater benefits than counseling a
even when that gratitude practice is brief. (source)

Previously, a study on gratitude conducted by Robert A. Emmons, Ph.D
University of California, Davis and his colleague Mike McCullough at the U
of Miami randomly assigned participants to be given one of three tasks. Ea
participants kept a short journal. One group described �ve things th
grateful for that had occurred in the past week, another group record
troubles from the previous week that displeased them, and the neutral gr
asked to list �ve events or circumstances that affected them, but they were
whether to focus on the positive or the negative. Ten weeks later, participan
gratitude group felt better about their lives as a whole and were a full 25

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10503307.2016.1169332?scroll=top&needAccess=true&
http://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/gratitude_letter
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_gratitude_changes_you_and_your_brain
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happier than the  troubled group. They reported fewer health compla
exercised an average of 1.5 hours more. (source)

Researchers from Berkeley identi�ed how gratitude might actually wor
minds and bodies. They provided four insights from their research su
what causes the psychological bene�ts of gratitude.

Gratitude unshackles us from toxic emotions

Gratitude helps even if you don’t share it

Gratitude’s bene�ts take time & practice. You might not feel it right away.

Gratitude has lasting effects on the brain

The brain part is very interesting. The researchers at Berkeley used an fMR
to measure brain activity while people from each group did a “pay it forwa
During the task, the participants were given money by a “nice person.” This
only request was that they pass on the money to someone if they felt gratef

They did this because they wanted to distinguish between actions moti
gratitude and actions driven by other motivations like obligation, guilt, 
other people think. This is important because you can’t fake gratitude, you
have to feel it. If you don’t feel grateful or practice trying to feel grateful b
the necessary steps like keeping a gratitude journal, you  may not exper
much joy and happiness.

In a world where emotions aren’t really taught in school and the importan
on striving for high grades, it’s not abnormal to have dif�culty feeling grat

STAY AWARE

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/having-gratitude_b_1073105?ec_carp=8762552659325640359
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is especially understandable if you’ve been brought up in the western wor
is  full of consumerism and competition, a world where we’re constantly 
feel we are lacking so we need to strive for more.

Participants were asked to rate how grateful they felt toward the perso
them the money and how much they wanted to pay it forward to a charitab
as well as how guilty they thought they would feel if they didn’t help.   Th
also given questionnaires to measure how grateful they felt in general.

We found that across the participants, when people felt more grateful, 
brain activity was distinct from brain activity related to guilt and the des
help a cause. More specifically, we found that when people who
generally more grateful gave more money to a cause, they showed gr
neural sensitivity in the medial prefrontal cortex, a brain area associated
learning and decision making. This suggests that people who are 
grateful are also more attentive to how they express gratitude.

Most interestingly, when we compared those who wrote the gratitude le
with those who didn’t, the gratitude letter writers showed greater activ
in the medial prefrontal cortex when they experienced gratitude in the
scanner. This is striking as this effect was found three months after the 
writing began. This indicates that simply expressing gratitude may 
lasting effects on the brain. While not conclusive, this finding suggests
practicing gratitude may help train the brain to be more sensitive to
experience of gratitude down the line, and this could contribute to impr
mental health over time.

It’s also interesting to note that a recent study just discovered a brain 
that  “gives rise to feelings of gratitude. The study could spur future inves
into how these ‘building blocks’ transform social information into 
emotions.” (source)

The work and research above is great, but where do we actually experien
feelings? They are clearly not a product of our brain, they are product

What About The Heart?

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/05/180507134649.htm
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consciousness, and when we feel them the brain responds.   Researchers 
discovering that the heart also responds and that it might actually be t
that’s responsible for sending these signals to the brain.

A group of prestigious and internationally recognized leaders in physics, bi
astrophysics, education, mathematics, engineering, cardiology, biofeedb
psychology (among other disciplines) have been doing some brilliant wor
the Institute of HeartMath.

Their work, among many others, has  proven  that when a person is feeli
positive emotions like gratitude, love, or appreciation, the heart beats out a 
message, which determines what kind of signals are sent to the brain.

Not only that, but because the heart beats out the largest electromagn
produced in the body, the Institute has been able to gather a signi�cant am
data.

According to Rolin McCratey, Ph.D, and Director of Research at Heartmath,

“Emotional information is actually coded and modulated into these field
learning to shift our emotions, we are changing the information coded
the magnetic fields that are radiated by the heart, and that can im
those around us. We are fundamentally and deeply connected with 
other and the planet itself.” (source)

Another great point made below by the Institute:

“One important way the heart can speak to and influence the brain is w
the heart is coherent – experiencing stable, sine-wavelike pattern 
rhythms. When the heart is coherent, the body, including the brain, be
to experience all sorts of benefits, among them are greater mental c
and ability, including better decision making.” (source)

In fact, the heart actually sends more signals to the brain than the brain 
return. What’s even more amusing is the fact that these heart signals (from
brain) actually have a signi�cant effect on brain function.

https://www.heartmath.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdneZ4fIIHE
https://www.heartmath.org/articles-of-the-heart/the-math-of-heartmath/heart-brain-interactions/
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Research findings have shown that as we practice heart coherence
radiate love and compassion, our heart generates a  cohe
electromagnetic wave into the local field environment that facilitates s
coherence, whether in the home, workplace, classroom or sitting arou
table. As more individuals radiate heart coherence, it builds an ener
field that makes it easier for others to connect with their heart
theoretically it is possible that enough people building individual and s
coherence could actually contribute to an unfolding global  coheren
  McCratey

So far, the researchers have discovered that the heart communicates with t
and body in four ways: neurological communication (nervous system), bio
communication (pulse wave), biochemical communication (hormon
energetic communication (electromagnetic �elds).

“HeartMath research has demonstrated that different patterns of 
activity (which accompany different emotional st
have distinct effects on cognitive and emotional function. During stress
negative emotions, when the heart rhythm pattern is erratic and disord
the corresponding pattern of neural signals traveling from the heart to
brain inhibits higher cognitive function. This limits our ability to think cl
remember, learn, reason, and make effective decisions. In contrast, the m
ordered and stable pattern of the heart’s input to the brain during po
emotional states has the opposite effect. It facilitates cognitive function
reinforces positive feelings and emotional stability.” (source)

It gets deeper:

Every individual’s energy affects the collective field environment. The m
each person’s emotions and intentions generate an energy that affect
field. A first step in diffusing societal stress in the global field is for each 
to take personal responsibility for our own energies. We can do th
increasing our personal coherence and raising our vibratory rate, w

Gratitude and Positive Feelings Can Change The World

https://www.amazon.ca/Heart-Intelligence-Connecting-Intuitive-Guidance/dp/1943625433
https://www.heartmath.org/articles-of-the-heart/the-math-of-heartmath/heart-brain-interactions/
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helps us become more conscious of the thoughts, feelings, and attit
that we are feeding the field each day. We have a choice in every mome
take to heart the significance of intentionally managing our energies. T
the free will or local freedom that can create global cohesion. – Dr. Deb
Rozman, the President of Quantum Intech (source)

Overall, this type of work suggests that human consciousness in gen
change the world.

One study, for example, was done during the Israel-Lebanon war in the 19
Harvard University professors organized groups of experienced medit
Jerusalem, Yugoslavia and the United Sates and asked them to focus their a
on the area of con�ict at various intervals over a 27-month period. Over the 
the study, the levels of violence in Lebanon decreased between 40 and 80
each time a meditating group was in place. The average number of peop
during the war each day dropped from 12 to three, and war-related injuries 
percent. (source)

Another great example is a study that was conducted in 1993 in Washing
which showed a 25 percent drop in crime rates when 2,500 meditators m
during a speci�c period of time with that intention.

This type of information is heavily correlated with quantum physics, 
experiments in that area as well as parapsychology (telepathy, remote 
distant healing) indicate similar �ndings. (source)

This holds true  as far back as 1999. Statistics professor Jessica Utt
Irvine  published a paper  showing that parapsychological experimen
produced much stronger results than those  showing a daily dose of aspi
prevent heart attacks. Utts also showed that these results are much stron
the research behind various drugs like antiplatelets.

This type of work has statistically signi�cant implications, yet is heavily ign
labelled as pseudoscience simply because it con�icts with long-held beliefs
trouble letting go of … But times are changing.

https://www.amazon.ca/Heart-Intelligence-Connecting-Intuitive-Guidance/dp/1943625433
https://www.amazon.ca/Heart-Intelligence-Connecting-Intuitive-Guidance/dp/1943625433
https://www.amazon.ca/Heart-Intelligence-Connecting-Intuitive-Guidance/dp/1943625433
https://www.ics.uci.edu/~jutts/JSE1999.pdf
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“For many years I have worked with researchers doing very careful wo
parapsychology], including a year that I spent full-time working 
classified project for the United States government, to see if we could
these abilities for intelligence gathering during the Cold War… At the e
that project I wrote a report for Congress, stating what I still think is true
data in support of precognition and possibly other related phenomen
quite strong statistically, and would be widely accepted if it pertaine
something more mundane. Yet, most scientists reject the possible real
these abilities without ever looking at data! And on the other extreme, t
are true believers who base their beliefs solely on anecdotes and pers
experience. I have asked debunkers if there is any amount of data that w
convince them, and they generally have responded by saying, “prob
not.” I ask them what original research they have read, and they m
admit that they haven’t read any. Now  there  is a definition of pse
science-basing conclusions on belief rather than data!” – Utts, Chair o
Statistics Department, UC Irvine (Dean Radin, Real Magic)

Emotions and other factors associated with consciousness have the p
transform our inner world in ways we don’t fully understand yet. These 
show how consciousness can actually transform the physical/material wo
that’s huge. This validates the idea that if we can change our inner world
gratitude, empathy, compassion, and meditation, we can make our out
more peaceful.

These days, it’s not just knowing information and facts that will create chan
changing ourselves, how we go about communicating, and re-assessing th
underlying stories, ideas and beliefs that form our world. We have to practic
things if we truly want to change. At Collective Evolution and CETV, this is a 
of our mission.

The Takeaway

Dive Deeper
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Amongst 100's of hours of exclusive content, we have recently completed tw
courses to help you become an effective changemaker, one called Profound
Realization and the other called How To Do An Effective Media Detox.

Join CETV, engage with these courses and more here!
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In a riveting discussion Wayne Morris interviews CE founder  Joe Martino  on
Breathing Deep podcast. They explore making sense of our current world thro
a spiritual perspective. In the episode, you’ll   explore what Collective Evolutio
about, its history and objectives of investigating current events and the world
personal transformation and expanding consciousness. They discuss the powe
curiosity, belief vs. knowing, what is truth, and how the failures of modern scie
dogma are contributing to public confusion. We talk about the pitfalls of naviga
“conspiracies”, con�rmation bias, the polarization of the public discussion aro
Covid and how we can individually and collectively determine truth in a m
landscape of deceit. What is the role of spirituality in this process of se
making? Click here to listen to or download the episode

h d i ’ j k i i f i d f h ill h i
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New Moon In Capricorn: Power Struggles,
Intensity & Renewal
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Published 2 weeks ago on January 12, 2021
By Carmen Di Luccio

We are having a New Moon in Capricorn on January 13th throughout most of
world and on the night of the 12th in Central to Western North America. Th
initiating a 29.5 day lunar cycle and new wave of energy for the coming mo
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however, the astrological con�gurations mentioned in this article will be m
prominent over the following two weeks. This cycle will include a Full Moon in
on January 28th/29th.

Capricorn season began on the December 21st solstice, just over three weeks p
to this lunation, and will end on January 19th/20th when Aquarius season beg
However, this New Moon will carry some of the Capricorn energies into the ea
part of Aquarius season.

This is a good period of working with and co-creating with the energies of this s
Capricorn is associated with structure, ambitions, achieving goals, mas
business, career, social status, responsibilities, duty, authority, governance, and h

CONTINUE READING
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